
In neural program induction with input-output examples, a neural network is trained 
end-to-end to reproduce the execution behavior of a particular algorithm, such as 
sorting or addition (Kaiser & Sutskever 2015, Graves et al 2016, Cai et al 2017). These 
methods are also trained using supervised learning with a large synthetic training dataset 
similar to that used in neural program synthesis.

Implied Hypothesis of Training on Synthetic Data
Given a large enough randomly generated training set, a neural program synthesis or 
induction model will generalize to arbitrary new examples.

Our Findings and Contributions
We worked with two domains: program synthesis in Karel and program induction in a 
calculator domain.

- Models can be highly sensitive to how random data was generated, especially for 
more complex domains such as Karel.

- Models trained with common methodologies for synthesizing datasets fail to learn the 
full semantics of the DSL; distributional shift can decrease accuracy to 0%.

- We propose a methodology for generating different distributions over data for 
program induction and synthesis tasks by controlling the distributions of certain 
salient random variables.

- We demonstrate that models achieve greater overall generalization performance when 
trained on datasets generated with our methodology.
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Summary
In neural program synthesis with input-output examples, a neural network learns to 
produce the correct code for a program that, when executed on the given inputs,  
generates the corresponding outputs. This has been extensively studied by past and 
concurrent work, such as:

- String transformations: Neuro-Symbolic Program Synthesis (Parisotto et al 2017), 
RobustFill (Devlin et al 2017)

- Array manipulation: DeepCoder (Balog et al 2017)
- Karel: Bunel et al 2018, Shin et al 2018, Chen et al 2019

These methods use supervised learning with a large synthetic training dataset, created 
by enumerating random programs and executing them on random inputs.

Action-only (straight-line) programs are 
counterintuitively hard for the baseline 
model to synthesize reliably.

If we augment the existing training data 
by adding 400,000 action-only programs, 
performance improves.

Lessons
- Randomly generated datasets can be unexpectedly biased in various ways; simple 

methods for random sampling both inputs and programs may be insufficient.

- We can prevent such biases with a new methodology for synthetic training data:

- Define various salient random variables that capture desired features of the input 
space and the program space.

- Homogenize (ensure uniformity in) the the random variables as much as possible.

- Training with our new methodology leads to significant performance improvement on 
various test sets.

Calculator Program Induction Domain

Baseline Length Max depth Mean depth # ops # parens

T2T 83.83% +4.35 +4.24 +2.14 +1.19 +2.32

DCFG 78.25% +3.84 +5.92 +4.02 +6.72 +4.51

Future Work
Many other domains use synthetically-generated training data environments. We hope to 
explore whether our lessons can generalize to other domains, such as those below:

Robotics 
simulations

LIDAR point cloud 
segmentation

Intuitive
physics

Optical flow

Training with New Input-Output Examples
We then trained new Karel models on a dataset with identical programs as the 
original training set, but with input-output examples exhibiting uniform distributions 
for marker/wall ratio, marker count, and grid size salient random variables.
We hypothesize training on such datasets aid in the model’s generalization.
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Testing with New Input-Output Examples
We evaluated the baseline Karel model on datasets with identical programs as the 
original test set, but with input-output examples exhibiting different distributions for 
marker/wall ratio and marker count random variables. 

- On a test dataset which was made to be uniform across all of these variables, the 
baseline model scored 27.9%, which is 44.6pp less than 73.5% originally.

- On various “narrow” test distributions with fixed wall/marker ratios and a non-uniform 
marker count distribution, the model scored between 0% and ~20%.

To demonstrate the potential pitfalls of training on synthetic data within other domains, 
we also tried a calculator domain where the model evaluates an arithmetic expression 
mod 10; for example, 5+4*(2+3) → 5. We defined length, max depth, mean depth, # 
operations, # parentheses as salient variables for this domain.

We create baseline training datasets using two different sampling methodologies 
(“T2T”, based on a technique for sampling expressions implemented in the 
tensor2tensor library and “DCFG”, based on a direct weighted sampling of a context 
free grammar description of the language). We also create homogenized training 
datasets by ensuring uniformity of each of the random variables in turn. Every 
homogenized training datasets performed better than the corresponding baseline, when 
tested on a mixture of four different sampling methodologies.

Some of our analyses of Karel revealed that broader training distributions tended to 
produce more accurate models. To formalize this notion, we introduced the concept of 
a salient random variable, a function ν(s) that accepts a sample I/O pair and outputs 
some discrete variable. We then try to ensure that the distribution of ν(s) is uniform in 
the output space (we call this process homogenization).

We assume some initial distribution S ~ q(s) that we cannot change, but want to ensure 
that r.v. X = ν(S) is uniform. We do this by rejection sampling, resulting in an output 
distribution S ~ r(s)

Karel Program Synthesis Domain

Characteristics of a Karel Program Synthesis Instance
In our experiments, we examine various salient random variables that may affect the 
ability of the model to correctly synthesize the program in a given instance.

We define the following salient random variables over the input-output examples:
Grid size, Marker ratio (fraction of cells with at least one marker), 
Wall ratio (fraction of cells with a wall), Marker count (number of markers present in a 
marker cell)

For the program space, we consider the following random variables:
Program length (number of tokens), Control flow count (number of control flow 
structures appearing), Control flow nesting (amount of control flow nesting in 
programs, e.g. while inside if).

We manipulate the distributions of these variables in new training and test datasets.

New Programs
The original dataset had few examples of complex programs. On a dataset of only 
programs with while inside while statements and another with only programs with while 
inside if statements, the model achieved only 0.64% and 2.23% accuracy respectively.
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A program synthesis model for the Karel domain.
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Karel programs control an 
agent in a grid-world 
environment:

Conditions

frontIsClear()
leftIsClear()

rightIsClear()
markerPresent()

True False

Conditionals — if (condition): block / if (condition): block; else: block
Loops — repeat (number): block / while (condition): block

Real-World Benchmarks
In order to test the new uniform model’s ability to generalize further, we tested both the 
baseline model and the uniform model on a real-world test set of 36 Karel homework 
problems from Hour of Code and the CS106A Stanford course.

The baseline model achieved an accuracy of 11.1%, while the uniform model achieved 
an accuracy of 19.4%, showing that our data uniformization scheme may help in 
generalizing to arbitrary test-time distributions.

def run():

?

The program synthesis model aims to predict the 
unknown program given input-output examples.

We trained a baseline model following previous work 
(Bunel et al 2018) on a publicly released training and test 
set, and obtained 73.52% accuracy.

In the following plot, we show a comparison 
between the uniform and baseline models, as 
tested on various “narrow” distributions. We find a 
consistent increase in accuracy of the new model 
on these test sets. Note that this uniform training 
distribution is not simply a union of the test 
distributions.

A Methodology for Uniform Data Generation


